
Shadow 501 

Chapter 501: The song of the end (2) 

His serpent floated there in the Void of nothingness. Around them there are still minute traces of the 

Destroyer power all over this Universe. 

It seems the Destroyer is becoming more powerful than last time. 

At least last time, the Elder of the Universe could still contain and even try to stop him for a bit. But now, 

even the residue of His energy is that hard to erase. 

All over this Universe, if not for the lessening effect of the destructive force because of the Annihilator 

and the Elder of the Universe power of giving life, this part of the Universe would be rip apart from the 

Omniverse and ended up truly into Nothingness. 

Black holes are forming suddenly sometimes on the edges of this Universe without any basis of physic 

before suddenly disappearing. 

Nothing seems to be following any laws here. If anyone below the level of Essence Creation is here, they 

would be shredded by the destructive power of this non-law Universe. 

Probably even those at the Essence Creation realm would also be crushed by this destructive force 

Loki the Cosmic Trickster is using his power to protect himself and his serpent from being swept by the 

destructive forces that still spreading from this Universe. 

Why did Loki of Asgard come here? On the edges of the Universe of this Destroyed Universe? 

He then laid himself on top of the serpent head and then close his eyes. 

There is no wind or anything. Only the silence of the void and emptiness all around Other than the 

occasional Storms of Laws and black holes appearing and disappearing, most of the time it is only 

emptiness and silence. 

Loki seems pretty at ease with his location. Even his serpent is closing its eyes. It floats slowly around 

this universe. 

He is waiting for someone. 

And thus He waited. 

Maybe it was for a thousand years, or maybe it was just a second, but a moment later, a multiversal rip 

appears out of nowhere. 

The universal rip is different than the others. Since it edges of the rips is shrouded with green mist that 

seems to be able to protect this Universe from a multiversal collapse. 

Whoever coming out of that universal rip, is coming out of it because of Loki spells. And Loki spells is not 

only opening a portal but is protecting this Universe from collapsing entirely. 

This Universe is being sealed 
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The rip closes and then like a spaceship just finishing its faster than light travels, a broken star appears 

suddenly inside this destroyed Universe. 

The moment it appeared, the destructive forces of this Universe surges out from the broken center of 

this Universe and was about to assault the broken star. 

But suddenly a burst of red aura envelops the entire broken stars. 

The red aura is full of madness and killing intent that it could even contend with the destructive force of 

this Universe. 

The destructive force of this Universe fizzles out as a gigantic being comes out from the broken stars. He 

was seated in a floating moving red throne. 

The throne was made of myriads of weapons all over the Universe. The throne and the powerful being 

sitting on it emitted the aura of madness and bloodlust. 

If not for the fact that there is no longer any lives here, this aura could turn the people of this Universe 

into mindless crazed killer. 

Skulls and bones decorate the handles of the red throne. This being is none other than the famous 

elusive powerful being in the Universe, Wargod of Interium. 

He comes out of Interium as his broken star was protected by his red aura. 

If one looks closely one could see that the gladiators of Interium did not even notice that they are in a 

destroyed Universe 

They keep rejoicing like they do not see the destructive force left in this Universe. Interium is like 

Valhalla in its magic and even structure. 

Wargod seems to concealed their mind from seeing the terrible sight. Loki after sensing that one of his 

invites have come, got up and look down from his giant serpent. 

He saw the people there and he saw a Temple in the back of Wargod residence. He smiles like he is 

finding something very funny. 

‘I guess this time it would be a little bit different than before’ he muttered to himself. He had seen to 

many things. 

He then looks at Wargod who is slowly getting bigger the closer his floating throne floats toward him 

Loki then said 

‘Welcome Wargod’ Wargod stop his throne from moving when he heard the voice. 

He is floating right in the middle of the destruction point of the Universe. 

Around him laws of the Omniverse seem to bend and went on and off like something very wrong is 

happing to it. 

It is slowly stabilizing but now that Wargod has appeared it seems the stabilization is slowly being 

affected. 



The moment Wargod sees that giant serpent he could guess who was the one that invited him. 

When he saw Loki, there is a hint of displeasure on his face. There are many reason he doesn’t like the 

Cosmic Trickster. 

But the one reason that stood out for him is because Loki is close with that…. Being. 

‘The Cosmic Trickster Loki’ he said slowly as he scrutinizes Loki. He had been wondering who have sent 

him a cubicle location array. 

He did not think it was Loki. They met each other a few time in that other timelines before Jean the Time 

God change the entire Laws of Time to send his friend back to the past. 

Even at that time, he felt that Loki knows something that the whole Universe did not. 

And right now, in this timeline Wargod has a plan. Of course not all part of his plan is smooth sailing but 

at least his plan is slowly moving to completion. 

But this part was not one of his plans. If not for the fact that the two speedster wouldn’t relent on 

chasing him he would not have used the cubicle no matter what 

But it seems if Loki is behind it, then he must have calculated that he would use it and appeared here. 
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Wargod immediately look around him and spread out his senses to cover this entire Universe and the 

next Universe around it. He then was shocked to find out that this entire universe was sealing any 

outside interference. 

It made him frowned. He looks at Loki like he is looking for an explanation. 

But he is not worried. Because he could feel that this seal did not seal him from leaving. It is a seal to 

prevent other people from seeing where they are and what they were doing. 

Loki voice somehow enter Wargod ears. 

‘You could use your true power here Wargod without worrying that He would found out’ 

Wargod grimaced but he did not say anything else. There was silence for a while and there is a trace of 

hesitation in Wargod eyes. 

He then asks 

‘You do not fear me? I know we met many times in the other timelines but I think you should know 

powerful I really am if I unseal myself’ 

Loki only snickered and answer 

‘Why should I? Do you want to kill me? I think you have better things to do. After all we have met a few 

times in the other timelines. Back then you also have a plan. But you are missing the final element of 

your plan. Thus, you accept your fate. That takes courage. But this time, not so much right? At least this 

time you could see hope. Sometimes nothing is crueler than having hope.’ 



Wargod did not smile at all. He never liked consorting with Trickster Gods. He is not the first Trickster 

God Wargod have ever encountered in the Omniverse. 

But he is one of the most annoying and probably also the most dangerous Trickster God there is. There 

is also Loki from Earth. 

This pair of master and disciple have trick many powerful being all over the Omniverse and wreak havoc 

and chaos wherever they go. 

The teacher seems to spoke in riddles while the disciple is playing a very dangerous games of chess that 

would determine the fate of the entire Omniverse. 

Chapter 502: The song of the end (3) 

 ‘You really think He won’t see me here?’ Loki understand who is Wargod referring to. He knows that 

Wargod did not refer to The Creator and the Destroyer. He refers to one other Being. 

Loki then answer 

‘He could. But He won’t’ 

Wargod nodded. He thinks that is answer enough. And he trusted that answer 

He closes his eyes as blue aura surges up from him spreading out from him and enveloping this entire 

area. It even messes up the sealing mist around this destroyed Universe. 

Wargod have always been in his sealed form. It is rare to find a place where he could unseal his body 

and felt the Universe once again. 

He always had to fear the Creator gaze or the touch of the Destroyer when he reveals his true form. 

And while he is not afraid that much of those two, he fears that One Other Being, the One with Many 

Names. 

But if the Cosmic Trickster said he is safe in here from that One gaze then he would believe Loki. 

At least, in this he believes. 

Because Loki has another identity other than the Cosmic Trickster. His other identity is something very 

noble and not many people knows about it. 

Wargod believes that even Odin doesn’t know Loki other identity. Only certain Beings know his other 

job. 

Loki is sitting in the top of the serpent head looking unflustered by this powerful aura surging up from 

Wargod. 

His aura not only surges up and envelops the Universe, it also accelerates the creation of a new Universe 

in this destroyed void of nothingness. 

Stars are formed. It is not formed naturally but like it was created from nothing. Loki was not surprised 

at all. 
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If Wargod knows Loki other job, then Loki knew the true identity of Wargod. 

Many Being that become the ruler of their Universe and passes the Source Wall, most of them at least 

knows the true identity of Wargod. 

But none of them dare speak his name else they incur the gaze of two most powerful Being in creation. 
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Loki could see that the Laws of this Universe were suddenly present and it stirred and melded into the 

many damages that had happens in this word. 

Time storm around the edge soft us Universe dissipated and multiversal breach fizzled out. 

The thirteen seal on his body is slowly being unraveled. From his forehead to his toe, one could see that 

he was sealing himself with each of the seal have enough power to seal countless of Universe. 

The stars rearranged itself and all kinds of laws were sprouted out from his energy like it is trying to 

reverse engineer the destruction of this Universe. 

Any residual energy of destruction dissipated into nothingness the moment the blue aura sweep by 

Wargod body become larger as the stars around him collapses into itself, some of them exploded and 

turning into black hole. 

The space around him compresses itself before it collapses unto itself. 

The Laws around him bend and scattered away filling the particles that is still in its infancy state fused 

itself with the tiny amounts of Laws. 

Loki eyes shines for a bit as he waved his hand as the green mist around his serpent grew thicker to 

counter Wargod blue aura. 

It is turning the entire space of darkness and nothingness into a blue colored universe. Ancient and 

archaic energy seems to appears out of nowhere molding this Universe with pure primordial energy. 

Wargod did not only become larger, his aura also become ever reaching distorting reality and space, as 

his aura becoming even more divine like he was the Dominator of the Universe 

He grows around to a hundred feet tall as the Laws around him exploded into invisible atomic size that 

melded with the Universe, accelerating the recovery of this void Universe 

Laws were crushed yet at the same time Laws are formed. 

There is this duality of laws and contradiction between creation and destruction that puzzles anyone 

that is uninitiated. 

Loki distance himself as Wargod becomes even larger. He did not say anything and he did not fear any 

gaze. 

He had seal this area from everyone gaze, even Him. He found such device in the Garden and he brought 

it here. But he knows, like the others he is fulfilling a role. 



Everyone that will come here will have a role. 

But whether they will fulfil that role or not…. Loki guess even He is curios. Loki did not know his role in 

all of this. All he knows that he has a role. At least it is not the role of the main protagonist. 

As Wargod grew his smile become even wider. 

It has been a long time since he let loose like his. 

The energy left by both the Annihilator and the Destroyer is healing Wargod body from the injury he got 

when he clashed with the Annihilator before. 

If not for the fact that the Creator and Destroyer both senses him, he would not have sealed his body 

and kill the Annihilator right there and then. 

Right now, he felt that freedom like during the beginning of time. 

It was like he was the Heavens and he was the originator of Laws and Concepts that inhabits all Universe 

His blue aura had already covered this entire Universe as far and life has slowly bloomed all over him. 

His blue aura could destroy but it could also create. That is his race most powerful ability. 

Wargod eyes shines with a blue color that could determine the rise and fall of entire Universes. 

For a moment, Wargod forgot how long he has sealed himself and feel the Universe again with his entire 

senses. 

It is a pity that only this tiny Universe could handle him. 

He knows that Loki allowed him to release the seal on his body is for him to trust him. 

Even though Loki other identity is daunting, he also knows that if Wargod really become serious, he 

could not survive a fight between them 

And Loki did not invite him to fight. If he is fighting Wargod could bet it would be a sneak attack he 

would never see coming. 

Now that he is in his ultimate form, there is not many creatures in the Universe that could harm him. 

His domineering aura could not be hidden as he looks in disdain over all creation. 

It is a pity all the Worldsoul of this Universe has been annihilated with the descent of the Destroyer. If 

not, he could have used it to patch his old injuries. 

Around him all kind of elements are swirling around him while storms of Laws could be seen forming on 

the edges of this slowly reborn Universe, 

This is already fast rebirth of the Universe considering the Destroyer had passed it and brought his 

calamitous power here. 

The Universe that will take it roots here will not be the same Universe that have been here before. 

Though they could create another Universe here quickly, both Loki and Wargod knew how futile that is. 



If the Destroyer objective succeed, then there is no Universe to speak of. So, what is the point? At least, 

if they survive it, then they could think about other things. 

‘Why did you sent me that array?’ Wargod ask. Loki did not say anything before he looks at the direction 

of the void and smiles. 

Wargod also look at that direction of the void as he creases his eyebrows of fire. His eyes are red with 

bloodlust and madness and his entire body is swirling with fire and red mist. 

‘You invite someone else?’ 

Loki nodded 

‘I invite the few that have their role to play in the upcoming calamity’ 

Chapter 503: The song of the end (4) 

Loki and Wargod could already feel the undulation of power of that one last person. Wargod even 

recognizes it. He is frowning because of his complicated emotions right now 

‘You won’t invite the Jade Emperor?’ Loki shake his head and said 

‘Countless reincarnation has made him forget some things and blinded his eyes to certain truths.’ 

Wargod did not say anything as he could saw the distortion of the void like it was heralding the coming 

of this person 

His blue aura melded with the red aura creating a variety of energies colliding against each other, 

remaining to exist even as the destructive force of this Universe is trying to wash it away into 

nothingness 

He then turns to Loki and ask 

‘Then how about your sworn brother Odin? I bet he would love all this’ 

‘He is sleeping…like he always does when Ragnarok is approaching’ 

‘Then wake him up’ Wargod said 

Loki only laugh bitterly. 

‘If its only that easy’ he said as he clicks his finger and a throne full of slithering serpent appears on top 

of Jormungandr. 

He sat on the throne as the serpent slithers around his waist like a seat belt. 

Then without any wind or propelling force, Laws surrounded the throne as the throne floats outside the 

protective mist barrier that covered his serpent. 

As Loki went out from that protective barrier he too expanded himself and he is now the same size as 

Wargod. He is sitting on his throne of serpent waiting for another person, floating there on this void of 

darkens where even light could not shine. 
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Yet, the area around them seems to be able to emits life. It was like the area around them were exempt 

from the destructive force of the Destroyer. 

Wargod sitting on his floating throne ask Loki 

‘Do you need to invite him? You know what happened between me and him recently’ Loki only smirks. 

‘I don’t know whether he would come or not. Karma is a scary thing don’t you think? If this is before he 

would not come’ Wargod nodded understanding what Loki meant. 

The people that is here all remember that other timeline. The altering of Laws of Time that affected the 

entire Omniverse. 

It was the only way to counter the destruction of the Destroyer. And it could only be done once. 

Because this time, the Destroyer Acolyte has sealed the True Time of the Omniverse. 

From now on, if Time God Jean wanted to do what he did before, he would find himself incapable as all 

Time Catastrophes would land on him. 

As for this person that comes here, his participation is shocking. So, Loki answer Wargod question. 

‘Before, he has no connection to this matter. Now, he has’ Loki nodded 

As they finished discussing of the person that is about to come, the entire Universe and even the barrier 

of the Omniverse is shaking violently as that person has finally arrived. 

Something or someone is coming forcefully to this destroyed Universe. 

The Source Wall, a zettalion light years away from the closest Universe, could feel the arrival of 

something foreign to this Omniverse as it is shaking violently and there is crack all over it. 

Asgardian, Olympia, Jade Empire Heavenly Realm and some other civilization Beyond the Source Wall 

could feel the shaking. 

The Creator was walking among the living, eating some kind of food in a planet when he senses the 

shaking and cry of the Source Wall. 

The moment he senses it, Time stopped in that world. Everything stopped. The rivers water didn’t flow, 

the wind did not move and the clouds stand still. 

It was like everything was a painting. The Creator is in his mortal form with white snow hair and 

beautiful blue eyes as deep as the Heaven itself. 

The Creator take a step and he arrived at the edge of the Omniverse and he saw the blinding light 

coming from another place. The Foreign Place. 

There is a person shrouded with light of life and creation descending down to the Omniverse. His entire 

Being is about to descend. This kind of power and might presence could create a calamitous event for all 

the Omniverse 

If not for the fact that the person power is slowly being sealed by himself, it would surely change all the 

Laws of this Omniverse that have been in place since the beginning of time. 



The person bathed in light saw the Creator and he just nodded. And the Creator nodded but he said 

‘Don’t stay too long. You know he don’t like people trying to change his story forcefully’ The person in 

the Light smiles and then he said 

‘It is taking too long for him to finish the story. And I don’t like the ending’ the voice echoes out from 

that blinding light that is descending to the Omniverse. 

‘You never care before’ Creator ask as his finger touch the Source Wall, like a father consoling his child 

as the crack on the Source Wall were healed and the barrier of reality around it stopped shaking. 

‘I care now’ That Being answer. 

The Creator only sighs as he let the light descends. He did not chase it and he let all of this pass. 

On other part of the Universe, the Destroyer stopped for a second before he only grunted. His grunt 

creates the Mighty Winter or as the Asgardian called it, the Fimbulwinter. this content of 
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Winds of winter, cold that pierces the bones of even the Aesir and the Vanir Gods blows onto all the 

Eight Realms. 

Surt waited in his Palace of Fire. On the destroyed Universe, Loki and Wargod could already sense the 

coming of this Being and they felt it even more intensely. 

The energy coming out from this person is so powerful that it dissipates any destructive force left on this 

Universe completely. 

Whoever this person is, his power outstripped the destructive power of the Destroyer. 

Hymns and ancient song sounded all over the Universe, like it was heralding lives. The Hymns and songs 

did not only sound ancient but it also sounds to be of a different kind of language that none of this 

Omniverse could recognize. 

Souls that should not have existed suddenly manifested from the nothingness void of this Universe. 

Like the time of this Universe was reversed, all around Loki and Wargod, the Universe constructed itself 

back. 

Loki and Wargod could see the lives of the alien races that lives here before from their beginning as 

primate lifeform until they could reach the stars and from their rise to their destruction. 

It was like their lives and their emotions were passed on to them, like an impartation of the memory and 

their will. 

And as Loki and Wargod remembers them, then their soul lives on. These images were real but also 

illusory. It was real and at the same time is not. 

‘His power is truly unfathomable’ Loki said suddenly with a wistful expression. He then turns to Wargod 

and ask 



‘Could you defeat him?’ 

Wargod immediately answer without hesitation. 

‘No.’ 

‘If your race is still here, could they defeat him?’ 

‘Hmm’ Wargod seems to be thinking and then he answer 

‘Probably.’ 

Loki nodded and then said 

‘Then, I guess he is really that powerful. That makes me not feeling very safe’ Loki said with a pretension 

of panic. 

Chapter 504: The song of the end (5) 

Wargod on the other hand did not care. 

He looks toward that ripples of energy that is shattering the emptiness that has been produced since the 

Destroyer passes the area. 

As the illusory lives and death of this Universe ended, a large rips appears in the center of this Universe. 

All the black holes that appears before were suddenly pressured by such powerful energy that the black 

hole seems to disintegrate like it collapsed into itself and suck itself into nothingness. 

The area around the space rips distorted and even Loki green mist that seal this Universe seems to be at 

the verge of fizzling out. 

The moment it nearly fizzles out, the Omniverse releases its will and supported the green mist. 

Loki was panicked for a moment before regaining back his calm. Coming out from the rip is a titanic 

being of immense power. 

This Being is sitting on a throne made of light particles. He was like a matchless Overlord. His eyes are 

like the gaze of heaven upon the Universe. 

This being look at Wargod and at Loki. When he saw Wargod he said 

‘The Exiled One’ When he looks at Loki he said 

‘The Gardener’ 

His voice seems to echoes throughout out all time and space. 

The essence of creation and destruction swirled around his throne, not contradicting each other, 

harmonious and perfect like the two sides of a coin. 

There is an apocalyptic pressure coming out from this being entire body that could not be seen 

anywhere else and there is this foreign feeling in it. 

But also there is a life essence so powerful that it dispels all the death aura around this Universe. 
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Wherever his eyes gazes, stars are formed, gaseous substance is added and all element needed to 

create life were produced out of his gaze and breath. 

The energy around this powerful being is that of primordial in nature. His power seems limitless and 

absolute. Even Wargod who could contend with Annihilator and even the Destroyer if he releases his 

seal admitted that he could not defeat this person. 

Around this person, the undulation of his life energy is healing this Universe to gain back its vitality and 

life. And behind him there is a gigantic wheel. 

And this wheel is collecting the souls of the dead of this Universe. 

‘The Destroyer destroy all of their soul and life. Since I am here, I reverse cause and effect and while I 

could save their lives, I could save their souls and give them a chance at reincarnation in my own Vast 

Universe’ 

As he said this the rate of the souls being absorbed into Azul wheel increased. Their souls all rushed to 

the spinning wheel behind this person body. 

‘Creation and destruction. Life and Death’ Wargod said as he looks at that wheel spinning without 

stopping behind that being. 

This being is none other than Great Supremacy Azul of the Vast Universe. 

Rules of Time and space was ignored as all souls throughout Time and Space, in this Universe was 

sucked into the Wheel. 

This Wheel is remaking reality, reversing cause and effect giving the souls of this people another chance 

for life in a different Universe. 

It looks like all of this took a long time but it was only a fraction of a second that passed. Then Azul look 

at Loki and ask 

‘It seems you must have a reason if you call me, Gardener’ 

‘I did not think you would answer’ 

‘Since you call me then you must have confidence that I would come. And I have a reason this time.’ Loki 

smiles and then he said 

‘You treated him like you treated a son.’ 

‘He helps me get the one things I loved the most in my whole eternal existence to return to me. I owe 

him.’ 

‘I guess you care now.’ Loki said. Azul face did not change as he showed a non-expression on his face. 

And it is hard to see his face as his face seems to be even more bright than quasar star. 

‘Like I said, I have a reason now’ Loki only smiles. 

Wargod did not understand everything they were both saying but he of course understands who Loki 

and Azul is referring to in their conversation. They are no doubt referring to Azief. 



That mortal has solved Azul regret. And then not only Azul got back the one he loved, he also realizes his 

Path. In the past timeline, while Azul is very powerful, he still could not do what he did to the Destroyer. 

He could even chain the Destroyer down. 

If not for the fact that this Omniverse is not his, he would probably not mind holding off the Destroyer. 

Loki on the other hand sized up Azul. This Supremacy Azul is the only few True Grand Supremacy. 

And he might even have passed that realm and enter into a new realm that outstripped others below 

him 

There is thirteen people that walked the steps of the Thirteen Steps of the Supremacy Stairway. Out of 

the thirteen people, only four beings that walked that step truly become Grand Supremacy level. 

There is Azul in the first step. 

Then there is the person on the second step who gained enlightenment about the truth of the world and 

become a Concept of Oneness that covered the whole Omniverse 

Then there is that one person in the nine steps of the stairway who is one but have three separations of 

himself and yet when it merged it become one again. 

Reunion and separating make no difference. And then there is that one white haired Outer God that 

walked the steps and leave the imprint of his will and power on the twelve steps. 

Azul look at Loki and then he asks 

‘Did you know?’ He asks. 

‘Knows about what?’ Loki ask back. Azul then turns toward Wargod and ask him the same question 

‘Did you know?’ 

Wargod could guess what Azul is talking about. He then said. 

‘The Steps?’ Azul nodded. Wargod then answer. 

‘I didn’t know it. If I know it, would I have summoned the Gate? I know it when it appears. I didn’t think 
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Loki then understand what Azul and Wargod is taking about. He only smiles and then he said 

‘There would only be thirteen people walking that steps.’ 

Azul nodded 

‘There will not be a fourteen’ Azul added like confirming his already long held belief. And he sighed. 

He then sighed and then said 

‘I……even though I have risen up to this level, in the beginning, this Omniverse, this Universe, is where I 

came from. My current present would not happen if I did not walk that step eons ago. Is this His plan? 



Even though, I have jumped out of it, am I still the fish? Or am I just a butterfly dreaming of becoming 

something else?’ 

He sighed and then he asks 

‘Gardener, did He knows?’ 

Loki smiles and then said. 

‘This is after all is his Omniverse. How could he not know?’ Like there is no doubt in his mind. Azul 

nodded. 

Hearing this Wargod frowned. 

‘Then why not stop it?’ 

Loki smiles bitterly. Azul sighed again and then he said to no one in particular 

‘I never understood what he wanted’ 

‘And you never will understand Him’ Loki reply. Then he added 

‘I doubt there will be anyone that understand Him. Azul, you might have powerful strength now but in 

the beginning, you were created by Him. If he did not let you to grow, could you have grown until you 

are right now. Where even he could not kill you? ‘ 

Loki ask. 

Azul facial expression did not change at all. His face is like the Light the that shine through during the 

primordial darkness that envelop the moment before creation burst out. 

‘I could not kill him but he also could not kill me’ And he smiles at this thought. He was also feeling 

wistful. 

Then he added 

‘Not that I think He would want to. After all, he must have foreseen me breaking the chains of destiny 

and fate, of the reincarnation and all kinds of rebirths. Since he is the Supreme One of this Universe. 

That is why I never understand. If He could see all that, He could also see that I don’t view Him in high 

esteem. Yet, he still let me grows until I reached this level. How about you Loki? Even you could not 

understand Him? You, the closest one to Him?’ 

Wargod close his eyes and he too was curious. Everyone knows that Loki is a trickster. He likes to 

deceives and lie. No one would have guess that he was the closest one to Him. 

Loki then answer 

Chapter 505: The song of the end (6) 

 ‘I do not pretend to try to understand Him. But I think I might have one explanation why he let people 

like you went out from His control. Maybe, and this is just my own speculation. Maybe, he is just feeling 

lonely’ 
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Azul did not believe it but he did not say it. He is just curious of the answer but he didn’t really need his 

question answered. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 
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Neither would hearing the words coming from Loki mouth bring him closer to the real truth 

Loki continued amidst Azul musing about his own thoughts. 

‘Maybe after seeing all this lives all across the eons when he is slumbering and when he was awakening 

make him curios if there is someone who can be like Him. And who can stand equals with Him. He 

understands Himself and He understand His creation hence He did not put too much expectation. But as 

world grows, and it branches off into infinite Universes creating this myriad Universes full of chaos but 

also full of life, eventually anomaly existed. Like you. Like that person. And like that other person. You 

are the only Supremacy that could probably tangle with Him and survives.’ 

Azul did not say anything about this. It was because there was never a need for them to tangle against 

each other. 

‘I don’t like him’ Wargod suddenly interjected 

Loki smiles and then he said 

‘How could you like him? After what he had done to your race?’ Loki ask nonchalantly. 

Azul look toward Wargod and with his gaze he could see the true form of Wargod. 

He might show his true form but Wargod is still holding off one seal inside his body. If he releases that 

seal he would probably become so powerful that even this Universe could not contain him, breaking the 

barrier of reality around this Universe. 

But the moment he broke that seal, Azul had no doubt he would die. The Creator would not just stay still 

if Wargod broke that last seal. 

The Destroyer might be sailing through the stars to go to Earth but if Wargod broke the seal, By the Law 

that is set upon by Him, the Destroyer could immediately appear before Wargod and destroy him 

immediately. 

There would probably ten breath of time for him to do something before he dies the moment he broke 

that seal. 

But ten breaths are a lot of time for someone like Wargod if he broke the seal. In that the breath, with 

the power he possesses he could do a lot of damage and take many lives 

‘This is the first time I’ve seen your true form’ Azul suddenly said 

‘Isn’t it majestic?’ Wargod ask 

Azul nodded. But then he said 

‘Never summon that Gate again’ Wargod frowned. Then he chuckles and he said 

‘Maybe someday, he himself would summon it’ 



‘Then I would prevent it’ Azul said. His voice is calm but one could see the hint of anger in it. 

Wargod fumed as his head shoots fire that break through the void and landed into a deserted dimension 

outside this Universe. 

‘Azul! I might not be your opponent. But this is not your Vast Universe. This Omniverse belongs to Him. 

You are suppressed here. Let us not pretend that you are descending here with your True Body and not 

your avatar. If you come here with your true Body, then you are basically forcing Him to awaken.’ 

Azul nodded. But there is a hint of smile on his face. No, to be more accurate it is a smirk. 

Before he is the Grand Supremacy Azul, he was a lawless Asura living in the universe with no one could 

force him to do things he doesn’t want to do. 

How could he be afraid of Wargod? 

‘Yes, I am suppressed here. But I could still prevent whatever it is that you want to do.’ Loki just look at 

this with apparent amusement. It is clear he did not want to interfere. 

‘YOU! That mortal is the last hope of my race! It is not like I am scheming something against him!’ 

Azul laughed a bit but then his eyes is trained to Wargod. 

The light coming out from his eyes seems to even melted the black hole behind Wargod as it seems to 

dissipate into an unknown element that scattered away, traveling with the speed of light to other parts 

of the Universe. 

He then spoke, his voice booming inside the mind of Loki and Wargod. 

‘Not scheming against him? It seems to me that your race has been scheming on him since the creation 

of Time!’ Azul retorted back. 

‘It seems you have been availed to some truth of the Thirteen Steps, Azul’ Loki said calmly. He is now 

stepping in. 

Loki knows all of this story. It was the story he reads in the many books of His, in that pleasant looking 

hovel in that Unknown Dimension. 

Loki was calm as he looks at Azul and Wargod. Out of the three of them, he was the weakest. It would 

not be an exaggeration to say that if Wargod or Azul want to kill him, he would be toast. 

There is no hiding magic that could hide underneath the gaze of a true Grand Supremacy like Azul and 

Wargod have ways to know whether he truly dies or not 

Jormungandr floats toward Loki throne. Right now the gigantic serpent Jormungandr look like a small 

serpent as it slithers around Loki hand. Loki patted his serpent and then he said 

‘Azul, did you find out the mystery of the thirteen steps?’ Azul snorted and nodded 

Wargod did not say anything as he reins down his anger. 

‘I always wonder who created the thirteen steps. There were many races before my race. I just didn’t 

think it was created by the Etherna. But that was not the shocking thing. The shocking thing is that they 



prepared it for this event. For this annihilation of the Omniverse. They were waiting for their Fated 

Person. They predicted their race extinction’ 

Azul smirks a bit as he continued 

‘And your race has predicted that Azief would be their Fated Person. I understand the Sorcerer now 

when he said to me that I have already met my Fated Person. My Fated Person is him but not the him in 

the first timeline, but the him in this final timeline. But even that your race has divinate’ 

Wargod did not answer but sometimes silence is more telling. Maybe he too had come to the same 

conclusion. 

Then Azul added 

‘Maybe, they even left some inheritances for him to find, some luck to guide his way, some fortune to 

favor him in his quest for survival and supremacy. Which means, if they divinate his existence and birth, 

that mean they have also divinate my role in all of this. I stay in this Omniverse because I divinate that 

the chance for my wife resurrection lies here. That is why I linger around in tis Omniverse. I pass through 

many dimensions and galaxies leaving my legacies and fortune so that one of them could prove to be my 

Fated Person’ 

Azul then look towards a direction as his gaze peered through many dimension and landed on the 

Supremacy Dimension. 

His gaze is looking at the twelve steps. 

It uses to be thirteen steps but now there is only twelve steps. While the other steps are still intact it is 

clear they are hanging by a thread. 

There is crack everywhere and it look like even if you blow a wind to it, it could break down. 

Azul knows, it needs the right wind to blows instead of any wind. And that wind is Azief. He then 

continues talking 

‘That steps were prepared for his second try. I shudder to think the power of your race when they rule 

over the Universe. They created the Thirteen Steps which mean they predicted that the Omniverse 

would be cleaned up and that someone would alter the Laws of Time and even send someone to change 

the ending of this long story. That is terrifying indeed;’ Azul said as he looks at Wargod with his eyes 

raring to battle. 

Wargod while he like fighting, he is not stupid. 

Wargod did not say anything. He too had noticed this matter the moment he saw the Steps crack and 

the statues turns into dust. 

He had a suspicion when Azief had managed to walk all thirteen steps but that suspicions were 

confirmed when he saw the statue crumbling on the first step 

Azul then snicker at Wargod and said. 



‘Your race has been waiting for him, constructing that steps that complement Perfection, foreseeing 

that one day, he would come no matter how long and no matter how it seems hopeless. They have 

foreseen that the young mortal would come and he would walk all thirteen steps. Your race has decided 

to entrust their fate to my disciple, to bear the burden of life and death of your entire race!’ 

The he pointed his finger fill with the power of primordial creation and destruction towards Wargod and 

the whole Omniverse seems to stirs and hummed with power 

‘Wargod, don’t tell me you don’t understand? Your race rebellion is not yet over!’ 

Chapter 506: The song of the end (7) 

Wargod frowned. Loki smiles bitterly 

‘Let us all calm down. Let us not accuse anyone of anything.’ Loki said. Azul only snorted and close his 

eyes. 

There was an uncomfortable silence for a while. They stand in the slowly healing universe and the only 

thing they could hear was the sound of the hissing of Loki serpent. 

Loki noticed a planet was about to be formed. His eyes shines as he smiles. 

‘I guess there is no harm in leaving some of my Will here’ he said to no one in particular. Azul and 

Wargod on the other hand is closing their eyes, both of them did not want to see each other face. 

Azul never liked Wargod and his race. Wargod is an Etherna and during Azul era, the Etherna conquer 

millions of Universes and slaughter myriads of beings. 

Azul might have killed many in his eternal life, but that would not compare to the massacre of the 

Etherna 

‘It is quite weird then my friendship with him’ Azul thought. While he did not like the Etherna, he has an 

old friend from that race. 

In his long live there is not that many that could escape the cycle of creation and rebirth and as such 

Azul was used to walk alone in the trials of stars. 

Azul only sighed when he is reminded of his old friend. 

Loki ignore both of them as he blows a spell from his breath as the life in that planet a distance away 

from his titanic body. 

Time vortexes appears around that planet and the development and evolution of that planet was 

accelerated. 

But for the things and life forms in that planet time seems to move uniformly. 

It is only to the eyes of the three beings that they see the life of the planet and the lifeform inside it to 

move like it was fast forwarded. 

It was fast forwarded until it reached the point where civilization have already sprouted. In that planet, 

on a volcanic island that is vast and large, Loki send a rune. 
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The Laws of that world ripples as the runes covered that large island nation. 

That island is full of people and tribes and with the guidance in that will, they turned their culture to that 

of the Vikings. 

They crafted dragon boats, they raided other people and they worshipped Odin, Thor, Loki, Freya, and 

many other Gods in the pantheon of Norse Gods. 

Their culture was steer by a force, by a will that come into the dreams of their soothsayers and their 

Norn. 

It was like a collective consciousness pushing through their civilization to develop that way. 

Wargod seen it and he just shakes his head. Azul also look at this act by Loki and he look that rune in 

disdain. 

Loki notices these two looking at that rune and said deprecatingly 

‘I guess both of you look down on my skills’ Azul only said 

‘Is that your stamp?’ Loki nodded 

Wargod then ask 

‘Is that why your race keeps having to relive Ragnarok over and over again? Is that how you survive the 

first annihilation. Leaving a stamp, huh? But doing this…. you would never ever be able to transcend the 

limitation of the Omniverse’ 

And Wargod laughed. 

He had to constantly run all over the Omniverse because of the Curse that is placed upon him but even 

those that lives Beyond the Source Wall is not any better than him. 

After all, at least he knows he is free. 

His heart is free and he refuses to bow, not when there is still hope. And he knows if he bows now, it is 

because he fears Him and not because he is truly sorry. 

No one could understand the feeling Wargod is feeling right now when he thought about those deities, 

immortals and gods living Beyond the Source Wall and to think that even after all the power they 

achieved, they are still puppet on a string. 

Odin would forever be bind to Destiny and Fate. Azul said nonchalantly. Behind him his Wheel is still 

spinning but it is not as fast as before. 

Loki and Wargod notices that all those souls that enters his Wheel has now begun their reincarnation 

process. 

One could see the Judges of Hell inside the Wheel begins handing out judgment and casting off the souls 

to the cycle of reincarnation. 

They will be born in the Vast Universe not remembering their past life in this destroyed Universe unless 

they became strong enough and choose to seek their past lives memories. 



Loki look at that Wheel and he would be lying to himself if he did not admit that he is jealous of Azul 

who has transcend the limitation of the Omniverse and has freed himself from the constraint of Fate 

and Destiny. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 

novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

If Destiny and Fate constrains him, that is because he chooses to be constrained by it. And if he wanted, 

he could break the chain anytime he wants. 

Even though, when he enters this Omniverse, he is bind to the Destiny and Fate of his eons in here, 

there is not many Karma between this Omniverse and him. 

The force of Destiny and Fate of this Omniverse could not have much effect on him. 

If there is one thing keeping him here it is the mortal Azief. 

After all, the current Azul could not have actualized his path if that mortal did not help Azul in 

resurrecting his lover and fulfilling his path of reincarnation and rebirth, of creation and destruction, of 

life and death. 

Loki then said like he is reminiscing of the eons past 

‘You both know that my name is Loki. And my sworn brother name is Odin. And the rest of the Universe 

also knows it. Even those who never see Asgard and regarded us as myths knows us as Loki and Odin. 

Our name is not just myths in Earth prime. Even in some other planets, the Aesir culture thrive and our 

name is spoken in their halls of warriors and they call upon our name when they go to battle’ 

And Loki smiles bitterly at this thought. 

Even though some of them spoke our name a little bit different in the beginning it would slowly evolve 

to our True Name’ 

Loki then look at Azul and Wargod. Wargod is of the Etherna race, the First Race of the Universe. 

They could even control the matter and anti-matter of the Universe and could remade and alter the 

fundamentals laws of the Universe and crafted by the Supreme One Himself. 

Azul on the other hand is a True Grand supremacy that could tangled with the Supreme One Himself. 

Even though Azul could not kill the Supreme One, the Supreme One could not kill Azul either. 

Not that there will be any reason for them to ever enter a feud when they reach this level. At least, Loki 

don’t think the Supreme One would try to kill Azul. 

But, he could never be sure. Loki never understood what He is thinking about. He then added 

‘Unlike you both, a lot of us find faith power very beneficial’ 

Chapter 507: The song of the end (8) 

He then sighed as he looks at that planet building their civilization this content of novelfullbook.com, if 

you reading this content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update 

hourly 
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‘Sometimes we left a stamp of ourselves. Imprinted it in the minds and the consciousness of the world 

and its Universe. As it is on Earth, it is also on other planets. That Monkey from Three Thousand Worlds 

also wanted to join the fun. A few hundred years after the deities and immortals of the Jade Empire left 

their stamp, he too left his stamp. He turned into a great hero and immortal in the pen of a writer, 

bringing his life to the forefront of myths. The mortals thought they conjured it from their mind when it 

was the consciousness of the world that helps them to gain such inspiration to write the story in the first 

place. But there is always a bit of difference between the reality and fantasy. Jade Emperor was not that 

inept during the Havoc of Heaven and the Monkey King is not as noble as they portrayed him to be. Why 

would then a Great Supremacy would imprison him under the Five Element Finger Spell if he was 

someone that could be reasoned with? But every story need a hero and an antagonist’ 

Wargod nodded. 

If the Asgard had their Ragnarok, and Olympus had their Titanomachy and Gigantomachia then The Jade 

Empire have their Havoc of Heaven among many other events of the dusk of the Immortals and Gods. 

All beings constrained by Destiny and Fate. 

Wargod then commented as he too grows quite interested in the way Asgard kept their legacy alive 

even through all of these ages 

‘You left a bit of your will. So they would follow the way your culture developed’ Loki nodded 

Azul from the very beginning was not that interested in the ways of these being achieve their eternality. 

And Loki understood why Azul was not interested. 

For someone like Azul who have transcended such limits and barriers, he would not need to do such 

thing 

Doing such thing would be redundant as he could project his Will in his Vast Universe and enforce his 

Will if he wanted to, and whenever he wanted to. 

Loki then explains to Wargod about Will stamps and what he means by infusing the Will of their race to 

the people of other Universes. 

‘My brother and I were not always Gods. It is the same for the Olympians and those Gods in the Three 

Thousand Worlds. What those mortals think come from their mind as they constructed myths and 

stories about immortals were actually the story about us. We exist’ 

And he said that like he was trying to assert it to be the Universal Truth. 

Loki continued 

‘And we sent our stamps into the Universe consciousness. For example, the Jade Emperor in Earth Prime 

story. The origin of his creation was actually that he is a story that was created to strengthen the unity of 

a mortal kingdom and strengthen the authority of the imperial house of mortals. And as such since then 

he was put in the pantheons of Gods that they believe and cross over to many other spectrum of belief’ 

Azul nodded. while he never went to Earth, he knows all about it when Azief enter his six lives. He sees 

through that mortal memories and as such he had quiet the understanding of Earth. 



He also knows that Earth was the site of the fight of the Great War of Gods, Immortals and Demon five 

thousand years ago. 

Azul himself remember that he was invited to participate in that war but at that time nothing could 

move him from his throne as he waited for the Fated Person that will help him in fulfilling the Sorcerer 

prophecy 

Loki on the other hand continue talking to Wargod. 

‘What these mortals didn’t know, Yu Wang had put his stamp a long time ago, when that universe was 

still in its infancy. What they thought their will and desires, their creativity and their stories, were 

actually the manifestation of his Will. Of course, his image in that world slowly changes as many people 

believes him to have many forms. And as you know there is always a fine line between the truth and the 

lies. It is like a line in the sand. With a blow of the wind, it disappears’ 

Wargod smiles hearing this. For some reason he could relate. 

‘The thing people thought were myths were real because from the very beginning we exist. The cultures 

that those people had, some of them are from us. Some of them were assimilated with our culture. We 

too have had our own culture long before all of these Universes were formed. Long before the Supreme 

One decided to create humans. The stamp helps them to create a culture similar to ourselves and as 

such making our worship easier for them to stomach’ 

Wargod is slowly understanding the concept of this stamp. Then he wonders about one question as he 

looks at Loki. 

‘I wonder why He didn’t just exterminate you?’ Loki laughed and then he said 

‘I am his Gardener. If he kills me, who wound tend his Garden?’ 

‘For that reason?’ Wargod ask shocked. 

‘Why couldn’t that be a reason?’ Loki ask back. 

‘Like I said, I never understood what he is thinking. Since he allows me to exist, then I shall exist’ Wargod 

take a little time to register what he just heard. 

He himself did not dare meet the Supreme One. If he sees the true form of the Supreme One no matter 

how powerful he is, Wargod had no doubt that he will be reduced to cinders. 

Azul then ask 

‘Then where does He lives now? Is he still in that hovel? Or did he change his living residence?’ 

‘In a peaceful looking hovel. I think it is the same hovel though I could not be sure’ Loki reply. Azul shake 

his head a bit but there is a smile on his face. 

‘The entire Omniverse is about to be obliterated and he is peacefully living inside a hovel.’ Wargod 

snorted in dissatisfaction. 

‘This is why my race did not like him’ Azul only snickered at Wargod. 



‘Don’t try to paint your rebellion like you are trying to liberate the Omniverse from his grasp. I at least 

know something about Him. He is quite laid-back. If He is not, then He would not have given your race 

so many chances’ 

Loki smiles bitterly and said 

‘If the Omniverse is destroyed, then if he wants he could make another one. If not, then that is that.’ 

Wargod shut his mouth as Azul look toward Loki ad ask a different question that had nothing to do with 

the Omniverse being destroyed. 

‘What did he do in his hovel?’ 

Loki smiles and then reply 

‘Writing mostly’ 

‘About what?’ Wargod ask. But Azul did not ask the question. He could already guess the answer. 

Loki reply 

‘Stories of course’ 

Then he smiles and added 

Chapter 508: The song of the end (9) 

 ‘He thought He had got it right but it seems the characters in his story didn’t really like how that last 

story ended. So, he decided to not interfere this time. He would let them write a new story. But there is 

one point of the story he would never change. After all He did promise the Destroyer. Though, he is 

curious of how these character would try to change it. Probably that is the reason why.’ 

Azul just nodded 

‘He should not have hide when I seek for him all those years ago’ 

Loki then remembers a story and then he smiles as he said 

‘All those years ago……you were not as powerful as you are now. You went into his turf, and you want to 

use your power to bring her back. But she is of this world and not yours. You might have ascended at 

that time, but she did not. In the end, didn’t you gain enlightenment because of all the hardship you 

suffer?’ Loki ask back. 

Azul close his mouth and did not say anything else. 

There were many things he felt angry but at the same time there are also the things he felt gratitude 

toward. That Being always made all things feel like this. You just can’t hate him. 

Wargod however is closing his eyes. Compared to Azul and Loki, Wargod have never met Him. At least 

not face to face. 

And he is trying to gain a better understanding of Him from the conversation of Loki and Azul. There was 

once again silence. 
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This silence might have lasted only a few seconds, but at the same time it also felt like it lasted for a 

thousand years. 

One could not help feel like this when one is being surrounded by large Time Vortexes and time streams 

that is slowly trying to connect to the Omniverse flows of Time. 

Then Azul ask Loki 

‘I am just curios why you call me and Wargod’ 

Finally, they come to the in important question. Why did Loki call them here? Loki click his tongue and 

then his eyes look toward a certain direction. 

His eyes pierces though all the dimensional barrier and even multiversal points to rest his gaze upon a 

person. 

His eye is looking at a mortal in one of the Sealed Worlds of the Three Thousand World. 

His eyes are looking at Azief on top of the Five Element Mountains and the Azief at the thirteen steps of 

Supremacy. 

He sighed and then close his eyes. 

His gaze was retracted and then he opens it back again. Clearly, there is complicated feeling in his eyes. 

While the relation between him and Azief was probably minimal, they are connected by his disciple. The 

Loki of Midgard. 

Loki of Asgard however knows more about Azief than anyone else in the entire Omniverse. 

Azul and Wargod is waiting for him to answer their question but Loki is reminiscing of that day lost in 

time 

The reason why he knows Azief better than anyone else is because he once sneaks into the hovel of the 

Supreme One and read Azief story. 

The title of the book was The Song at the End. Loki did not know whether to praise the Supreme One or 

not. Loki doesn’t think that the title is that good. 

That story was the story of Azief in his first timeline. The only difference was that He had write The End 

at the end of his writing. 

In that story, the Final Battle happens, The Speedster who wanted to become a God finally become a 

God but were too late before being captured by the Pale Speedster. 

It told the desperate battle of powerful Beings to stop the advent of the end of the Omniverse. It is a 

story full of drama, of heartbreak, or tragedy, sacrifice, love and hatred. 

And while the story speaks of others worlds who were also trying to stop the destruction aura that 

spread throughout all the Omniverse, it was clear that the Death God was the main protagonist of the 

story. 



In the end, they all fall and the Destroyer won the final battle and get what he desired. The Supreme 

One had fulfilled his promise. And He wrote The End at the end of the chapter. 

He went out for a while from his writing room to look at his garden. At that time, Loki was still there. 

The civilization that was Beyond the Source Wall were fine 

Or as fine as they could be. Asgard has fallen, Olympus has crumbled because of the Titans and the 

Three Realms of the Jade Empire are all broken. 

But Loki knew that they would revive again. 

And they all had to rise once again. And as he was the Gardener of that garden, he could only observe 

the state of emptiness that surround him. 

There was emptiness. That is the only thing there is 

And in that emptiness there is that patch of land where He writes his story. When Loki ask him if the 

ending is satisfactory, he replied. 

‘Hmm’ and he smiles. 

At that time, he did something he never did before. He asks a favor from Him. He wanted to read the 
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The Supreme One allowed him to read it. 

He went inside the hovel and open that book. He read the story of the mortal Azief and his companion 

He reads about his struggle, his regrets and his mistakes. 

He was so engrossed in reading it that he could not leave the book. There are also side stories which he 

also reads. 

He then reached at the few last pages. He knew how the story ended which is why it was such a surprise 

when he read the last pages and there is a different kind of ending. 

At that time, he run out from the hovel and quickly shows it to the Supreme One in his mortal form. 

When he looks at the last few pages instead of the writing The End it changed into To Be Continued. 

As the Supreme One went out from the hovel, Time God Jean changes and alter the Law of Time of the 

Omniverse. 

He sent Loki mind back to the past. Loki at that time thought the Supreme One would be angry when He 

find out the ending to his story has been changed. 

But contrary to his expectation, the Supreme One only smiles and said 

‘Hmm’ 

Loki’ Wargod once again call his name and Loki was brought out from his memory. Loki then smiles. 



Loki no longer delay the message he was entrusted to relay to these two powerful being. He looks at 

Wargod and Azul and said to both of them 

‘I come bearing a message from Him. Stop interfering’ Loki then look at Wargod and pointed his finger 

‘Stop summoning the Gate in front of him. If he summoned the Gate by himself, then that is his new 

fate. But you are not allowed to summon it for him.’ 

Then Loki pointed his finger to Azul and said 

‘Azul if you will not stop interfering and even reverse cause and effect for that child, then He had no 

choice but to come out and prevent you from doing so’ 

‘he wants me to give up?’ Azul ask. Wargod also did not have a very good expression on his face. 

Loki gently smiles and said 

‘He wanted you to have a little faith’ 

Then Loki once again turns to Wargod and said 

‘As for you, He said, do you still could not let go?’ Wargod snorted. 

‘That is all that he sent me to tell you. You know how He rarely send his message anymore. He did not 

like to interfere. Even last time he did not interfere. This goes without saying, but don’t tell anyone he is 

not slumbering’ Azul hearing this did not say anything else as he opens a rip in space. He was ready to 

go. 

But before he goes, he said only this 

‘I owe him three times. I will repay this. Even he could not stop it’ he said only this. But Loki knows that 

Azul would not be too excessive. 

Azul then enter the rip in space and disappeared. 

Wargod snorted clearly not satisfied being told of. 

‘Tell Him, that I will never give up’ He then floats back to his broken star. 

When he returns back to his sealed form, his broke stars vanished into another multiversal portal and 

disappeared from this dimension. 

Only Loki alone floated in this newly born Universe. 

He sighed. 

‘At least this would temper them off a bit’ he said as he smiles and then once again cast his gaze to that 

mortal 

‘I don’t know what I wish you to get. Maybe, I too wanted to see a different kind of ending’ he said 

smiling bitterly before he rides his gigantic serpent and vanished from the new Universe. 

Chapter 509: The hole on the palm 
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The cold wind has lessened as the chirping of the birds of spring could be heard crying out in this small 

world of the Mortal realm in the Three Thousand Worlds. 

Winter is ending and spring is coming. In the large city near the Five Element Mountain, people are 

coming out and celebrate the New Year with sounds of firecracker. 

Some burn incense for their ancestors and their Gods. 

Prosperity seems to be everlasting yet to those who sees the dark storm in the distance, they know it is 

only ephemeral and very fragile 

In the martial arts world right now, there is a storm approaching it. 

A storm that will involve the Imperial power, the freedom of those martial artist that seek their path of 

martial arts, and even long lost arts of immortality. 

And this foreordained fate will start on the top of the Five Element Mountain. It will affect the lives of 

many and open the Sealed World. 

Azief himself did not know that he is about to start something that would affect his own Fate and 

Destiny in a big way in this sealed world 

There are of course some people who could foresee the effect of Azief arrival on that world. 

There are the three gazes of three of the most mysterious beings in the Omniverse looking intently at 

this world and they are many other beings paying attention to it. 

The Jade Emperor did not yet have to slumber so every day after his court session he would turn into his 

Soul form and check the Thirteen Steps like he is trying to remember something 

The world that Azief found himself crashing into was not an ordinary world of the Mortal Realm of the 
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Azief had never saw this world from above so he could not see how weird this world he is in. 

Since he could not really fly like he used to, and he could not use his Divine Sense to check the state of 

this world, he did not see it 

But those that is outside the world could see it. 

It is a Sealed World. If he could see the planet from space, he would see there is golden character that 

floated above its stratosphere. 

Only one with the powers to bend and alter Laws could see the golden characters. The golden colors and 

the characters come from the Laws of the Universe. 

There is also symbols that is emanating divine presence swirling and rotating around this world like a 

barrier. 

Or…maybe instead of a barrier, it is a cage. And then there is that illusory golden palm that covered the 

Heavens and this planet. 



This palm is translucent but one could not help but be awed by its aura of life coming out of it. A world 

in a Palm 

Whoever left this illusory palm is clearly a mighty figure of the Universe 

This palm covers the planet but this palm has a flaw. There is a hole in the middle of the palm like it was 

being pierced by something. 

And the most curious thing, covering the hole on the middle of the palm is a large reddish golden lotus. 

Each petal of these lotus seems to have the power to contain a world inside it. 

There is a Golden Monk sitting on top of that lotus. Sutra-like song could be heard chanted from his 

being. 

His mouth did not move but it was like the echoes of his heart echoing in the dark space, sealing the 

hole. 

Like Azief had predicted there is a secret about this world. 

That hole in the middle of that golden palm is also suspicious. There is a trace of divine power and at the 

same time there is a trace of Azief that is around it. 

The Golden Monk has always fulfilled his duties and he had always remained stoic and did not move 

whatever that is inflicted upon him. 

But five years ago, a pig riding a Star Matter Clouds attack him with a Nine Toothed Rake 

Of course when that pig came, he was not in the form of a pig. The Pig come in the appearance of a 

beautiful man wearing a blue robe, looking elegant and graceful 

He demanded that the Monk make way because fate and destiny is coming. The Golden Monk did not 

understand so he refuses to move. 

They then fought each other as the golden characters glowed, preventing their battle from affecting the 

Sealed World. 

When the Golden Monk uses the beads gifted to him, the light of the beads exploded into a light of 

divine revealing. 

It reveals the true face of the young handsome person. The person looks like a terrible monster, part 

human and part pig. 

The Golden Monk immediately recognize who this pig is and he was even more adamant not letting him 

move him from the spot. 

Because this pig is none other than the famous junior brother of that Monkey. 

The Golden Monk was formed from the lingering will of that existence that comprehend Oneness with 

all Things and achieved Nirvana. 

This lingering will was sent to Jade Empire to help the Jade Emperor. 

The hole on the middle of that palm was made when that Monkey ascended to the Heavenly Court. 



He brought the Enlightened Monk with him, piercing the Palm of the Enlightened One with his Heavenly 

Golden Banded Staff. 

He said he was preparing something as he makes that hole when the Jade Emperor demands and 

explanation. 

The pig while he no longer travels with his Senior Brother, he is still an official of the Heavenly Court. 

Thus he still has some influence. And he still retains his old weapon. he uses the divine weapon, the Nine 

Toothed Rake to contend with the Golden Monk 

That Nine Toothed rake is not some normal rake mortal used to sweep leaves on their courtyard. 

It was refined from divine ice iron and was polished until it gleamed dazzling white. 

The hammer that struck the rake was forged from the Laws of the Universe itself and the fire that is 

used to tempered the weapon is fed with anti-matter energy. 

Countless of powerful people used their minds to craft the weapon and they made nine teeth of jade 

and cast a pair of golden rings to hanged beneath them. 

Decorating the body of the rake is the Six Bright Shiners and the Five Planets, and designed it to fate and 

destiny accordance. The length of top and bottom match the Heaven and Earth 

It has another name. it is also called the Supreme Gold-Imbued Rake. Their fight was not easy and it 

even forced the Golden Monk to stand up from the floating lotus. 

When Marshal Canopy raise the rake, fire and light stream forth from the sun and when he lowers it 

stars and planets charged towards him 

It forms changes into anything that the owner wanted and leaps whenever he chanted the spells of the 

rake. 

As their battle continued, the lotus sway and move away from the hole. As The Golden Monk were too 

engrossed in fighting, something passes him by. 

There was a person swirling with powers of sealing and laws pass through him and was sucked into that 

hole and arrived in the Sealed World of the Three Thousand World. 

When that person passes through, the pig immediately retreated and laughed and said something about 

all debts has been repaid 

Since then, the Golden Monk become even more vigilant as he sits upon his lotus and not letting anyone 

pass through the hole again. 

A few time before he even felt gazes from others dimension looking through the barrier and look at this 

world. 

The Golden Monk job is to guard and so he guarded the hole without ever questioning the changes of 

the world. 

Chapter 510: Spring has come (1) 
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As all of this happens on top of the Heavens of this Sealed World, Azief on the other hand is busy doing 

something else. 

Winter is about to end and come spring, there will be a lot of people that will come to the mountain. 

Azief for this week had only been focusing on training Xi Feng. 

He had also found that many people have made some tent under the foot of the mountain since the 

beginning of spring will begin in a few weeks. 

They created large tents like those people of the nomads, set upon pit fire and waited patiently. 

They are all waiting for spring to come so that they could come up the mountain and challenge Xi Feng 

Azief could guess that those people that come to the mountain, not all of them have pure intention to 

only spar or seek pointer with his disciple. 

Azief sighed as he saw branch fall off with heavy snow in the distance. He saw the birds flying in the sky, 

spreading their wings widely welcoming the coming of spring. 

‘Xi Feng don’t have much time.’ He muttered to himself. 

He himself don’t have much time now. The seal on his belly button right now is almost unraveled. 

He felt excited but also at the same time a little bit of sadness. 

‘Hmm’ he said as he smiles a little bitterly thinking of his experience. 

He had been comprehending the Unity In One internal martial arts of the Three Devils of Han for a week. 

He did not think that by comprehending the technique of the Three Devils of Han he would get an 

inspiration in creating martial arts technique. 

He created four martial art technique and one martial art internal skills in the span of one week. Four of 

them he modified from his skills. 

He once bought the skill Sky Slashing Slash, Clouds Dispersing First, Earthquake Stomp and Red Dragon 

Trampling the Heavens. 

Each one of these skill when used by Azief in the past would split the sky, disperse the clouds, shakes the 

world and trample the Heavens. 

But since he could not use Laws or anything like the world of energy like that Azief had to modify it to 

make it suitable to the energy of this world. 

Azief had to make sure there is fine control in internal energy for someone to successfully execute the 

technique. 

Sky Slashing Clash could only be used when a large amount of internal energy is there. One had to 

channel the internal energy to one arms and as one fight slowly channels it to the hand. 



When it solidified itself on one hand then execute a slashing movement, transferring all that internal 

energy on one hand to the tip of the weapon and with it would create a powerful slashing light that 

could break open the sky. 

The Clouds Dispersing Fist become a fist technique. 

It follows the same method that when one had accumulated energy in every finger than execute a 

punch. At that time release the internal energy outward. 

Earthquake Stomp and Dragon Trampling the Heavens are both foot technique. 

That is from his skills. It might look hard but he only had to modify it a bit to fit this world energy. 

But he had also created a new internal energy skill. He called it the Divine Energy Absorbing technique. 

He derives it from Unity In One internal skills of the Three Devils of Han. 

The Three Devils of Han possess an internal martial arts technique that could transfer their internal 

energy to any one of them so that one of them could achieve the level of internal energy at the level of a 

grandmaster 

When Azief heard about it, he was intrigued. From what he understands internal energy of every person 

is different. It is shape by that person will, their practice and even their emotions. 

It is like a fingerprint of sorts. Everyone is different. 

The internal energy could transfer itself without any backlash or any threats of energy deviation because 

the Three Devils of Han all practice the same kind of internal energy technique that is focused on 

assimilation. 

Their internal energy technique was the same and even their emotions and will shares the same. 

It created a technique that made them able to channel their energy to each other freely. 

Azief find it very fascinating and has researched it every since. 

Then he created the Divine Energy Absorbing technique that could absorb other people internal energy 

and increase on internal energy 

It took him two days to perfect this internal martial art technique. If one truly masters this technique, he 

could become a grandmaster in only a few years. 

But not all people could use this technique since it would surely have backlash and could even inflict 

someone with deviation of energy if they did not master it perfectly. 

One of the requirements of learning this technique one must have a very powerful body to contain all 

the energy and to refine the energy to assimilate itself with one own internal energy 

But Azief did not possess such problem. 

His body could contain myriads of energy and even Laws. So, how could mere internal energy of other 

could cause him any backlash. 



That is why with this technique Azief could incapacitate his enemies and at the same time increases his 

own internal energy. 

It was the perfect technique for Azief that did not want to waste too much time focusing on internal 
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He would steal the energy of other like he was stealing the luck of the Universe. 

Like his realization about sword, the moment Azief created this technique Azief also formed another 

idea. 

Right now this technique of his could only absorb internal energy. 

When he ascends and complete his Thirteen Law Bodies, then he had an idea to improve this technique 

not only to absorb internal energies but to absorb laws. 

To absorb energy is easy because the moment the World Orb falls into Earth, they all were granted that 

ability of absorbing energy from the world in the form of EXP. 

That is of course until you reached the point where your status window blurs and hard to read. 

Azief also believes that when you have reached to a level of power where your power is surpassing the 

calculation of the status window, then the status window would disappear. 

At that time, it means your capability is dependent on many things and not only the status windows 

anymore. 

If Azief remember it right the sight of his status window blurring is during his Seed Formation levels. At 

that time even though he was in Seed Formation he could already fight Disk Formation leveler 

That is what it means for the status window to blur. It means your capability is no longer under the 

control of the status windows or that it exceeds the calculation of the status window. 

And right now he could not even summon his status window. That might be because this is not his world 

and lack the energy to imitate the same kind of energy on Earth 

But he could summon the status window just fine when he is at Earth two and Earth thirty-nine. And 

they don’t even have an abundance of world energy like this world. 

What makes this world different? That got him to thinking. 

The second possibility is that his status window is no longer. That his power had exceeded the status 

window prediction. 

But Azief don’t think that is the case. If what he knows is right, his status window would only truly go 

away when he is in level 100 

‘This world has many mysteries’ He thought again. Then he sighed. Outside the spring wind is blowing 

gently. 



The technique he derived from Unity in One internal energy technique of the Three Devils could become 

Azief most powerful technique if he could modify it when he ascended later. 

Maybe….and this is just a maybe……. If he could evolve this technique to its most ultimate peak, his 

Divine Energy Absorbing technique could absorb luck, destiny and fate. 

If it reaches the peak, Azief new technique, could absorb all those ethereal concepts and not only things 

that could be felt, seen or touch. 

If that really could be realized, then this alone made him stranded in this world felt worth it. 

He did not regret sparing the lives of those Three Devils. He learned of their life story and he decided 

that The Three Devils of Han is deserving of their lives. 

And serving under him would not be that bad. 

Each one of them suffer internal injury and deformities in and on their body. Azief knew that once he 

could break all the shackles of the seal he would return back to becoming Death Monarch. 

At that time, what problem in this world he could not solve? At that time, his sword light could reach 

everywhere in this world and kill everyone no matter how far they are. 

He would also be able to used his power to heal the Three Devils of Han 

Azief could not let go of creating a supreme sword art for himself that could cut through everything. The 

sword is a tool to execute his Will. 

And he thinks that the moment he could realize his swordsmanship he would be able to leave this world 

without regret. 

Azief look outside the window and he smiles. He saw the sun rising in the distance. 

He is still in his hut. Immortal Sword Hut. It was a grandiose name but Xi Feng and the Three Devils of 

Han certainly didn’t think so. 

That sword light that fills the mountaintop is enough to convince them of Azief almost godlike 

comprehension in sword arts 

Truth is, if not for his many magical powers it would not be that easy for him to understand sword arts. 

After evolving to Eterna Sacred, his comprehension and intellect also seems to increase as he could 

remember thing easily and even understand thing easily. 

This refers to the understanding of the underlying principle of the Universe. Azief also look outside and 

like always, he could see Xi Feng is practicing diligently. 

He is swinging his sword in a swift but measured manner and there is a grace in his movement now. 

Azief just nodded. 

‘He had improved’ Azief muttered to himself 

 


